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The Role of Spike Protein Mutations in the Infectious Power
of SARS-COV-2 Variants: A Molecular Interaction
Perspective
Santiago A. Gómez,[a] Natalia Rojas-Valencia,[a, b] Sara Gómez,[c] Chiara Cappelli,*[c] and
Albeiro Restrepo*[a]

Specific S477N, N501Y, K417N, K417T, E484K mutations in the
receptor binding domain (RBD) of the spike protein in the wild
type SARS-COV-2 virus have resulted, among others, in the
following variants: B.1.160 (20A or EU2, first reported in
continental Europe), B1.1.7 (α or 20I501Y.V1, first reported in
the United Kingdom), B.1.351 (β or 20H/501Y.V2, first reported
in South Africa), B.1.1.28.1 (γ or P.1 or 20J/501Y.V3, first reported
in Brazil), and B.1.1.28.2 (ζ, or P.2 or 20B/S484K, also first
reported in Brazil). From the analysis of a set of bonding
descriptors firmly rooted in the formalism of quantum mechan-
ics, including Natural Bond Orbitals (NBO), Quantum Theory of

Atoms In Molecules (QTAIM) and highly correlated energies
within the Domain Based Local Pair Natural Orbital Coupled
Cluster Method (DLPNO-CCSD(T)), and from a set of computed
electronic spectral patterns with environmental effects, we
show that the new variants improve their ability to recognize
available sites to either hydrogen bond or to form salt bridges
with residues in the ACE2 receptor of the host cells. This results
in significantly improved initial virus···cell molecular recognition
and attachment at the microscopic level, which trigger the
infectious cycle.

1. Introduction

Virus evolution is well understood in terms of the emergence of
dominant populations with adapted characteristics resulting
from evolutive pressures at the molecular scale.[1] The rate of
mutation, estimated to be of the order of 1 in a million for each
reproductive event,[2] is among the main obstacles to under-
stand at the microscopic level the mechanism of the inter-
actions between viruses and host cells and to produce efficient
vaccines and treatments to fight viral infections. In the
particular case of SARS-COV-2, cumulative mutations have
originated a large number of variants, which are very difficult to
track and characterize because of the fast changing reality.

As with any other disease–causing virus, the success of new
variants is problematic, because of the potential to increase the
rate of spread, to worsen the effects of the disease, to become
more deadly, to evade detection protocols and to develop drug

resistance and even immunity against current vaccines.[3–9] A
typical case is the influenza virus, for which an annual
reformulation of the vaccine is needed to keep up with new
variants.[10] A particular source of concern for SARS-COV-2 is that
a few specific mutations have independently appeared in
different places, thus suggesting that they are highly favorable
for virus survival and transmission and that the virus is
becoming stronger and better equipped to thrive in different
local environments.[11,12]

It is well understood that the virus···cell molecular recog-
nition and attachment is the initial event that triggers the viral
cycle of infections.[13] For SARS-COV-2, this attachment involves
molecular interactions between amino acids in the Receptor
Binding Domain (RBD) of the spike protein and amino acids in
the ACE2 receptor in host cells.[13] For the complexes reported
between the wild type SARS-COV-2 and ACE2,[14] these contacts
have been characterized as one strong salt bridge and a
multitude of hydrogen bonds and weak non–covalent
interactions.[15,16] Here, we analyze the structural, chemical, and
spectral consequences of specific mutations on the RBD from a
total of 5 newly reported variants,[17,18] namely, B.1.160, B.1.1.7
(α), B.1.351 (β), P.1 (γ), and P.2 (ζ), which are the subject of
intensive research. In particular, we show that it is possible to
rationalize the process of virus mutation and how this evolution
increases the infectious power of the virus at the microscopic
level, by exploiting a set of molecular descriptors related to the
electronic rearrangements resulting from the RBD(S)···ACE2
interaction, and through the characterization of changes in
absorption and electronic circular dichroism (ECD) spectral
signatures at binding sites accounting for the chemical environ-
ment.
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Following the procedures introduced in a previous study of
virus···cell intermolecular interactions for the wild-type SARS-
COV-2,[15] the strength of bonding interactions is described and
quantified in terms of a set of QTAIM (first three items below)
and NBO indexes rooted in quantum chemistry and firmly
linked to the physicochemical nature of the interaction. In
particular,[19–26] (i) Accumulation of electron densities at the
bond critical points for intermolecular contacts. Larger densities
indicate stronger interactions. (ii) jV(rc) j /G(rc), i. e. the virial ratio
evaluated at bond critical points. This ratio also increases for
stronger interactions because larger ratios describe increasingly
local dominance of the stabilizing potential energy. (iii)H (rc)/
1(rc), i. e. the bond degree parameter, which is complimentary
to the virial ratio, because negative values indicate local
dominance of the stabilizing potential energy while positive
values indicate local dominance of the destabilizing kinetic
energy, thus, larger positive values describe weaker interactions.
Finally, (iv) orbital interaction energies in the donor!acceptor
NBO picture and Wiberg bond indices, which are directly
related to the strength of the interaction.

2. Discussion

Table 1 lists the primary sequences of amino acids in the RBD of
the spike protein for all variants considered in this work. Table 2
lists NBO and QTAIM bonding descriptors for all variants, which
are discussed next on an individual basis.

2.1. B.1.160

It is one of the two main variants first reported in Europe, also
known as 20A/EU2, identified by Hodcroft et al.[28] Outside the
RBD, this variant is defined by two mutations in the
nucleocapsid and by four ORF1b mutations. One serine!
asparagine mutation, S477N (Table 1, Figure 1), was found in
the bonding motif of the RBD. For the calculation of descriptors
and spectra in this mutation, the involved pairs were extracted
from a snapshot of MD simulations performed by Singh and co-
workers[29] (see section 4 for specific details).

In the wild-type SARS-COV-2, S477 had one HB active O� H
group, however, previous studies[15] indicate that this amino
acid does not take part in persistent bonding with the ACE2
receptor. Thus, if there were any S477···ACE2 hydrogen bonds,
they were transient and did not contribute to the initial virus
recognition and attachment.

Table 1. Mutations in the RBD of the spike protein of several variants of SARS-CoV-2.[17] The entire bonding motif is highlighted in purple. Mutations in the
bonding motif are highlighted by colored boxes. Notice that for the P.1 variant, both K417N (blue box) and K417T (yellow box) are possible. We used the
general notation for SARS-COV-2 variants suggested by Rambaut and co-workers.[18]
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Table 2. Properties of virus cell contacts. Hydrogen bonds and salt bridges in the RBD(S) ACE2 complex of SARS-COV-2 variants. Multiple interactions for
each pair of interacting fragments are possible, we only list the strongest contact in each case (see text for explicit details of the calculations). The arrows
state the directionality of the donor!acceptor interaction in the corresponding hydrogen bond according to the classical electrostatic Xδ� � Hδ+!Yδ�

description. IE: DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ interaction energies. E 2ð Þ
d!a NBO orbital interaction energies (Figures 1–5). WBI: Wiberg bond indices.[27] The

archetypal hydrogen bond in the water dimer is included for comparison purposes.

RBD(S) ACE2 Variant � IE kcal/mol NBO QTAIM
E 2ð Þ
d!a kcal/mol WBI 1021 rcð Þ a.u.

V rcð Þj j

G rcð Þ 102 H rcð Þ
1 rcð Þ

a.u.

S477
N477

!

$

S19
S19

Wild type
B.1.160

3.9
13.1

0.2
7.2

<0.01
0.04

0.02
2.88

0.50
0.94

25.17
4.63

N501
Y501

!

!

K353
K353

Wild type
B.1.1.7, B.1.351, P.1

12.7
29.8

0.2
10.77

<0.01
0.04

0.32
2.71

0.71
0.89

20.66
9.72

K417
N417
417

!

!

!

D30
D30
30

Wild type
B.1.351, P.1

P.1

80.4
4.6
1.4

22.9
<0.05
<0.05

0.12
<0.01
<0.01

6.44
0.04
0.01

1.16
0.35
0.41

-13.75
42.21
30.88

E484
K484

!

!

K31
E75

Wild type
B.1.351, P.1, P.2

0.6
67.4

<0.05
12.81

<0.01
0.06

0.02
3.13

0.52
0.92

23.09
6.78

H–O–H ! OH2 5.5 7.1 0.01 2.30 0.89 10.00

Figure 1. S477N mutation. A snapshot of the dynamics of the RBD/ACE2 complex[15] is shown in (A) and the possible acceptor (red arrows) and donor (blue
arrows) sites for hydrogen bonding before and after the mutation are shown in panel (B). A close up of the S477(RBD spike) and S19(ACE2) positions with no
persistent or transient interaction is shown in panel (C) and the associated donor acceptor orbital interactions are shown in (D). Hydrogen bonding in the
mutated virus, in a snapshot taken from the MD simulations performed by Singh and co-workers[29] are shown in panel (E) and associated orbital interactions
are shown in (F). The Computed UV and CD absorption spectra are provided in (G) and (H), respectively. Spectra of the interacting fragments involving the
wild type are pictured in purple, spectra of the interacting fragments involving the mutated virus are depicted in green. Level: B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/AMBER.
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Computational[29] and experimental[30] evidence reveals an
increase in the binding affinity towards ACE2 in the mutated
virus in addition to an experimentally[31] measured reduction by
one entire order of magnitude in the in vitro dissociation
constant KD for the attached complex. These observations, are
rationalized using our calculations in several ways: There is a
sensible increase in the DLPNO–CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ interac-
tion energy between the extended pairs by one order of
magnitude (� 3.9 to � 13.1 kcal/mol) due to the mutation. In
addition, NBO and QTAIM descriptors in Table 2 uncover the
molecular reasons behind the strengthening of the virus···cell
interactions as a consequence of the mutation: a 30–fold
increase in the orbital interaction energy, two orders of
magnitude increase in the density of the bond critical point, a
doubling of the virial ratio, and a remarkable decrease in the
bond degree parameter. Furthermore, we see from Figure 1
that asparagine has seven possibilities of hydrogen bonding:
two C=O groups and two N: groups that may act as HB
acceptors and three protons that may be donated to HBs. Since
it has been reported that in the mutated virus the asparagine
477 is in direct contact with S19 in ACE2,[31] the net result of this
mutation is that the transient S477(S)···S19(ACE2) nO!sN� H* HB
(Figures 1(C), 1(D)) is replaced by two persistent primary nO!
sN� H* HBs, as shown in Figure 1(E), 1(F).

Moving to spectral signatures, we see that replacing the
transient S477(S)···S19(ACE2) by the newly formed N477(S)···S19
(ACE2) hydrogen bond leads to a noticeably (Dlmax�76 nm)
red-shifted maxima in the UV-absorption spectra. This means
that the two electronic states involved in the transition get
closer in energy, likely due to a larger stabilization of the
excited state with respect to the ground state, when the
mutation is present. More significant changes are predicted for
ECD spectra. In fact, the presence of N477(S)···S19(ACE2) instead
of S477(S)···S19(ACE2) interaction yields a change in sign of the
spectral signal, whereas the absolute intensities of the peaks
almost stay the same. This highlights differences in the mutual
geometrical arrangement of transition (electric and magnetic)
dipoles, from which the sign of the rotatory strength
originates.[32–36]

2.2. B.1.1.7, α

This variant was first reported in the United Kingdom and is
also known as 20I or 501Y.V1. According to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),[12] this variant, which
may be associated with an increased risk of death (as much as
twice as deadly as the wild type according to Challen and co-
workers[37]), is reported to have undergone at least six key
mutations, of which only the asparagine!tyrosine N501Y (
Figure 2) replacement falls within the binding motif of the RBD
of the spike protein. In both the wild type and the mutated
virus, G502 is hydrogen bonded to K353[15] via a nO!sN� H*

orbital interaction. An additional transient secondary N501
(S)···K353 hydrogen bond described by a nO!sN� H* orbital
interaction is also present in the wild type. Computational
evidence[38] indicates that the G502···K353 nO!sN� H* interaction

persists in the mutated virus and that the secondary N501
(S)···K353 hydrogen bond is replaced by a primary Y501
(S)···K353 nO!sN� H* hydrogen bond.

Our calculations indicate that in the Y501(S)···K353 contact,
a collection of paromatic ! sN� H* interactions, facilitated by the
larger size of tyrosine and by the presence of the aromatic ring,
emerge after amino acid replacement. This observation ration-
alizes a considerable increase in the complex binding energy
reported elsewhere[38–40] and the �17.1 kcal/mol increase in the
interaction energy of the extended pairs as a consequence of
the mutation. Table 2 also reveals the molecular source of this
mutation induced stabilization of the virus···cell complex: two
factors work concomitantly to yield a larger stabilizing energy
in the mutated virus, a synergistic action between an increase
of the electron density at bond critical points by about an entire
order of magnitude and an increase of �25% in the virial ratio
on one hand, and a sensible reduction of the bond degree
parameter in the direction of negative values, on the other.
Thus, under a molecular perspective, the net result of the
N501Y mutation is that the collection of new interactions
enhances the ability of the mutated virus to attach to host cells.

The N501Y mutation leads to a blue-shifted Δλmax�39 nm
due to the replacement of the N501(S)···K353 secondary HB by a
similar Y501(S)···K353 HB and to the newly added aromatic ring
which originates fresh p!p* transitions. Notice that these
transitions are more energetic than similar transitions in typical
aromatic compounds because this mutation also affects the
occupied aromatic orbitals due to the collection of paromatic!

sN� H* interactions. Moving to ECD spectra, the signal of the
mutated virus is blue-shifted, as it is expected from UV signals.
In addition, the entire ECD spectrum is now negative with a
band appearing at about 272 nm, thus reflecting the newly
established intermolecular interactions and their consequences
on magnitude and orientation of electric and magnetic
transition dipoles.[32–36]

2.3. B.1.351, β

First found in South Africa and reported by Tegally et al.,[41] this
variant is also known as 20H or 501Y.V2. Outside of the RBD,
this variant has one mutation in the spike protein, one mutation
in the nucleocapsid, and one deletion in ORF1a. Within the RBD
of the spike protein, asparagine!tyrosine N501Y, lysine!
asparagine K417N, and glutamic acid!lysine E484K mutations
are found, with both N501Y and E484K occurring in the binding
motif. The effects of the N501Y mutation were analyzed in
section 2.2. See section 4 for details of the preparation of the
extended dimers.

In the wild-type SARS-COV-2, a very strong salt bridge was
found to be responsible for the virus···cell contact,[14,15,39]

dictated by a nO!sN� H* orbital interaction between a CO2
�

group in D30(ACE2) and a � NH3
+ group in K417(S). Asparagine

has an uncharged � NH2 group and is considerably smaller than
the � NH3

+ charged lysine (Figure 3), then, the K417N replace-
ment eliminates the positive charge and takes the interacting
groups apart, effectively replacing the salt bridge with a very
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weak, long distance interaction according to the bond
descriptors in Table 2.

This observation rationalizes the reduction in interaction
energy when replacing the K417(S)···D30(ACE2) contact by N417
(S)···D30(ACE2) after this particular mutation, as reported in
previous works.[39] Notwithstanding this particular reduction in
interaction energy, eliminating the K417(S)···D30(ACE2) salt
bridge confers structural freedom to the RBD (again, the
smaller, neutral asparagine is critical to this point) so that the
other virus···cell contacts become stronger.[42] Indeed, facilitated
by this structural freedom, the E484K mutation (Figure 4)
eliminates a relatively weak E484(s)···K31(ACE2) interaction[39]

and originates one K484(S)···E75(ACE2) salt bridge,[42] which
according to Table 2, leads to the strongest contact among all
mutations studied here (even stronger than the hydrogen bond
in the reference water dimer), described by a nO!sN� H* orbital

interaction from the � CO�2 group in E75 and a � NHþ3 group in
K484. Thus, the ability for virus attachment is substantially
enhanced. In addition to the new salt bridge in the bonding
motif, the chemical environment for the newly added lysine is
negatively charged in the virus···cell complex, thus further
favoring this mutation.[43]

In summary, for the B.1.351 variant, despite the specific
bonding descriptors listed in Table 2 for the K484···E75 replace-
ment in the mutated virus being weaker than for the K417···D30
interaction in the wild type, the additional N501Y mutation and
the conformational freedom gained by the elimination of the
K417···D30 salt bridge, result in a larger virus···cell affinity. There
is a subtle point hidden within this analysis: it has been argued
that the evolution pressure in the molecular scale favors
mutations that improve the ability of the virus to find available
sites for hydrogen bonding.[15] In fact, the E484K mutation

Figure 2. N501Y mutation. A snapshot of the dynamics of the RBD/ACE2 complex[15] is shown in panel (A) and the possible acceptor (red arrows) and donor
(blue arrows) sites for hydrogen bonding before and after mutation are shown in panel (B). A close up of the G502, N501 (RBD spike) and K353(ACE2)
positions is shown in panel (C) and the corresponding orbitals interactions for the transient N501(S) K353(ACE2) hydrogen bond are shown in panel (D). Y501
(S) K353 interactions in the mutated virus, taken from the crystal structures reported by Zahradnik and co-workers,[31] are shown in panel (E) and associated
orbital interactions (only one paromatic ! sN� H* is shown) in panel (F). The G502(S)···K353(ACE2) interaction is preserved after the mutation. The computed UV
and CD absorption spectra are provided in (G) and (H), respectively. Spectra of the interacting fragments involving the wild type are pictured in purple,
spectra of the interacting fragments involving the mutated virus are depicted in green. Level: B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/AMBER.
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Figure 3. K417N mutation. A snapshot of the dynamics of the RBD/ACE2 complex[15] is shown in panel (A) and the possible acceptor (red arrows) and donor
(blue arrows) sites for hydrogen bonding before and after the mutation are shown in panel (B). A close up of the K417(RBD spike) and D30(ACE2) positions
leading to a strong salt bridge is shown in panel (C) and the associated donor-acceptor orbital interactions are shown in panel (D). A very weak, long distance
interaction (Table 2) and (E), (F)) was found in the mutated virus, claimed to be unfavorable in other works.[39]

Figure 4. E484K mutation. A snapshot of the dynamics of the RBD/ACE2 complex[15] is shown in panel (A) and the possible acceptor (red arrows) and donor
(blue arrows) sites for hydrogen bonding are shown in panel (B). A close up of the S477(RBD spike) and S19(ACE2) positions with no persistent or transient
interaction is shown in panel (C) and the associated donor-acceptor orbital interactions are shown in panel (D). Hydrogen bonding in the mutated virus are
shown in panel (E) and associated orbital interactions are shown in panel (F). The Computed UV and CD absorption spectra are provided in (G) and (H),
respectively. Spectra of the interacting fragments involving the wild type are pictured in purple, spectra of the interacting fragments involving the mutated
virus are depicted in green. Level: B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/AMBER.
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allows the virus to find a much more favorable attachment site
at E75, a helix position in ACE2 far from the initial K31 helical
position. Calculated UV-Vis and CD spectra with environmental
effects for the E484K and K417N mutations are shown in
Figures 4 and 5 respectively.

2.4. P.1, γ

This variant is also referred to as B.1.1.28.1, 20J or 501Y.V3 and
was first found in Brazil. It has initially been characterized by
Faria et al.[44] as a likely case of convergent evolution with the
B.1.351 variant.[44,45] Outside the RBD, P.1 has undergone one
mutation in the nucleocapsid as well as the same deletion in
ORF1a as in B.1.351. Within the RBD, the B.1.351 and P.1
variants have both N501Y and E484K mutations in common, the
only difference in this domain is that P.1 may have either the
same K417N replacement as in the B.1.351 variant or a K417T
mutation. Since threonine and asparagine have neutral groups
as opposed to the charged � NHþ3 in lysine, and since both are

quite smaller than lysine (Figures 3, 5), both K417N and K417T
mutations have identical consequences in the ability of both
variants to bind to ACE2. In fact, as analyzed above, the
dominant contribution to the binding energies in both cases
arises from the newly formed K484(S)···E75(ACE2) salt bridge.
Fittingly, not only are B.1.351 and P.1 among the most
contagious variants, but have been proven to have similar
infecting capacity.[31] All spectral changes in this variant have
already been dissected above, except for the K417T mutation,
which, as expected, has the same effects as the K417N
mutation, as shown in Figure 5.

2.5. P.2, ζ

Another variant first found in Brazil, also known as B.1.1.28.2,
20B or S.484K, which was first characterized by Voloch et al.[46]

Outside the RBD of the spike protein, this variant exhibits two
mutations in the nucleocapsid and two mutations in the ORF1a,
and more importantly, does not contain N501 or K417

Figure 5. K417T mutation. A snapshot of the dynamics of the RBD/ACE2 complex[15] is shown in panel (A) and the possible acceptor (red arrows) and donor
(blue arrows) sites for hydrogen bonding are shown in panel (B). A close up of the S477(RBD spike) and S19(ACE2) positions with no persistent or transient
interaction is shown in (C) and the associated donor!acceptor orbital interactions are shown in panel (D). Hydrogen bonding in the mutated virus are shown
in panel (E) and associated orbital interactions are shown in (F). The Computed UV and CD absorption spectra are provided in (G) and (H), respectively. The
interacting fragments involving the mutated virus (K417N(T) mutations) are depicted in blue and green. Spectra of the interacting fragments involving the
wild type are also provided for comparison and pictured in purple. Level:B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ/AMBER.
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mutations. In the bonding motif of the RBD, a glutamate!
lysine E484K mutation defines this variant. In the wild-type
virus, the E484(S) glutamate interacts via very weak, long
distance contacts with a K31 lysine in ACE2 (see Figure 4). The
average distance between E484(S)···K31(ACE2) residues is 5.53 Å
according to previously reported MD simulations.[15] At shorter
distances this would characterize a strong � CO�2 ··�

þ
3HN� salt

bridge. The substitution of glutamate by lysine at the 484
position in the spike protein leads to a substantial change, that
is, to the formation of the above analyzed K484(S)···E75(ACE2)
salt bridge.[42] This results in a considerable increase of the
Spike···ACE2 affinity, to the point that this mutation alone, with
no simultaneous mutations in the RBD, is enough to stabilize
the mutated virus···cell complex by more than 10 kcal/mol,
when compared to the wild type,[43] however, as shown by
Khan et al.,[47] this affinity it is still lower than the P.1, B.1.351
cases, which contain the additional N501Y and K417N muta-
tions.

3. Conclusions

To summarize, we offer a dissection of the explicit residue to
residue intermolecular interactions resulting from the specific
S477N, N501Y, K417N, K417T, E484K mutations in the receptor
binding domain of the spike protein in the wild-type SARS-COV-
2 virus that have led to the highly concerning B.1.160, B.1.1.7
(α), B.1.351 (β), P.1 (γ), and P.2 (ζ) variants. A generalized
qualitative observation is that the interaction energies listed in
Table 2 are in perfect agreement with the available basic
reproduction numbers R0, reported to be 2.5

[48] for the wild type
and 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 for the α, β, γ variants, respectively, in the
sense that higher reproduction numbers are associated to
stronger interactions. We condensate our finding for each
individual mutation in the following list:
1. The E484K mutation leads to a very strong K484(S)···E75

(ACE2) salt bridge described by an NHþ3 ··�
�
2OC interaction

arising from a nO!sN� H* orbital interaction. Bonding
descriptors of the strength of the interaction change in
going from the wild type to the mutated virus as follows: -IE:
0.6!67.4 kcal/mol, 1021(rc): 0.02!3.13 a.u., virial ratio:
0.52!0.92, bond degree parameter: 23.09!6.78 a.u. All
descriptors indicate a much stronger affinity between the
mutated virus and the ACE2 receptor. This mutation is
present in the most contagious B.1.351, P.1, P.2 variants.

2. The N501Y mutation leads to a Y484(S)···K353(ACE2) contact
described by a collection of paromatic!sN� H* orbital inter-
actions, second in strength only to the interactions arising
because of the E484K replacement. Bonding descriptors of
the strength of the interaction change in going from the
wild type to the mutated virus as follows: -IE: 12.7!
29.8 kcal/mol, 1021(rc): 0.32!2.71 a.u., virial ratio: 0.71!0.89,
bond degree parameter: 20.66!9.72 a.u. This mutation is
present in the B.1.351, P.1, B.1.1.7 variants

3. The S477N mutation leads to two N477(S)···S19(ACE2)
persistent primary nO!sN� H* hydrogen bonds. Bonding
descriptors of the strength of the interaction change in

going from the wild type to the mutated virus as follows: -IE:
3.9!13.1 kcal/mol, 1021(rc): 0.02!2.88 a.u., virial ratio:
0.50!0.94, bond degree parameter: 25.17!4.63 a.u. This
mutation is present in the most contagious B.1.160 variant

4. The K417N, K417T mutations lead to long range weak N417
(S)···D30(ACE2) and T417(S)···D30(ACE2) interactions. This
mutation is present in the B.1.351 and P.1 variants UV-
absorption and ECD spectral signatures clearly indicate that
mutations result in relevant changes in the electronic
structure, and particularly, if a given mutation replaces one
weak interaction by another (i. e. two HBs), the absorption
peaks are red shifted by �76 nm. When the mutation
involves the addition of an aromatic ring, lmax is blue shifted
by �39 nm. Also, substantially different ECD spectral
patterns are predicted.
Our results provide a molecular perspective of the virus···cell

interaction problem, elucidating and quantifying the strengths
of all residue-to-residue contacts, thus offering the basics to
rationalize the observed enhanced ability of the variants to
bind to host cells. We clearly establish a direct link relating the
strength of intermolecular interactions between the amino
acids in the RBD of the spike protein and in the ACE2 receptor,
and the initial virus···cell molecular recognition and attachment,
i. e. the events that trigger the infectious cycle. Our studies
provide a method based solely in either crystallographic or MD
structural data to rapidly assess, ahead of the corresponding
experimental measurements of binding energies and dissocia-
tion constants, the comparative infectious power of new virus
variants that have mutations in the RBD of the spike protein by
obtaining bonding descriptors with the ACE2 receptor.

Computational Methods

Wild type

One frame was randomly chosen from the late stages of the
Molecular Dynamics trajectories of the wild type RBD/ACE2
complex reported by G'ómez et al.[15] The frame was chosen so that
the distances for all intermolecular contacts leading to persistent
hydrogen bonds and salt bridges correspond with the average
separations during the Dynamics. From the chosen frame, we
extracted all extended interacting pairs explicitly involved in the
virus···cell contacts. By extended interacting pairs we mean that for
the NBO and QTAIM calculations, in order to account for changes in
the local chemical environment, we included in our calculations not
only the residues in direct contact, but also their nearest neighbors
as if in their terminal configurations for a total of three amino acids
in the spike protein and three amino acids in ACE2 (see Figures 1 –
5 in the main text for the specific geometries). The corresponding
Cartesian coordinates are provided in the SI.

Mutations

The structures for the complexes resulting from the interactions
between the mutated virus and the ACE2 receptor were obtained
in the following manner:

1. S477N: The extended pairs were extracted from a snapshot of
the MD simulations carried out by Singh and co-workers.[29] The
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frame was chosen so that the N477(S)···S19(ACE2) distance
corresponds with the average separation during the Dynamics.

2. N501Y, K417T, E484K: Professor Dong–Qing Wei from the
Shanghai Jiao Tong University provided us with the required
snapshots from their MD trajectories published in reference [47].

3. K417N: Since there are no crystallographic data nor MD
trajectories available, we substituted the amino acids involved
in the wild type and kept the fragments in the configurations
they had in the interacting system (this is more accurate to
understand the virus···cell bonding interactions than re-optimiz-
ing the isolated pairs).

Interaction Energies

We proceeded to compute quantum interaction energies for every
mutated virus···cell region via single point energy calculations
under the DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry[49–52] in
the ORCA suite of programs, version 4.0.1.2.[53]

Bonding Interactions

The intermolecular interactions responsible for the initial virus···cell
recognition and attachment for all the title variants were dissected
using the tools provided by the natural bond orbitals (NBO7.0[54–57])
and by the quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM[58–60] as
implemented in AIMall[61]).

Absorption Spectra

The effects of virus mutations in the virus···cell interactions were
analyzed by means of UV and CD absorption spectra calculated on
the highly idealized fragments discussed above, enlarging the
interaction region by including everything within a sphere of 12 °A
centered on each of the two interacting amino acids. It has been
shown that B3LYP suffices to accurately calculate absorption
spectra of the RBD(S)···ACE2 interacting fragments in the specific
case of SARS-COV-2 without the need to add dispersion
corrections.[15] Accordingly, in this work, all TD-DFT calculations
were carried out using the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model
chemistry.[51,52,62,63] We use QM/MM Electrostatic Embedding[64] by
including in the quantum region the amino acid in ACE2 in direct
contact with the amino acids involved in the mutation, and the
classical region defined by the neighboring residues in both
fragments, which was modelled via the Amber force field.[65] The
first 20 excited states were considered during the TD–DFT QM/MM
calculations in each case. In order to account for the systematic
error in our chosen functional, we shifted all spectra by � 0.7 eV, as
is needed to match the experimental maximum from the computed
spectra of tyrosine.[66,67] All Spectra were convoluted with Gaussian
line shapes with full width half maximum (FWHM) of 0.6 eV. All QM/
MM calculations were carried out with Gaussian16.[68]

Supporting Information

Cartesian coordinates for the interacting dimers are provided.
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